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Abstract

We describe the first approach to automatically synthesizing heap-manipulating programs with auxiliary recursive procedures. Such procedures occur routinely in data structure transformations (e.g., flattening a tree into a list) or traversals of composite structures (e.g., n-ary trees). Our approach, dubbed cyclic program synthesis, enhances deductive program synthesis with a novel application of cyclic proofs. Specifically, we observe that the machinery used to form cycles in cyclic proofs can be reused to systematically and efficiently abduce recursive auxiliary procedures.

We develop the theory of cyclic program synthesis by extending Synthetic Separation Logic (SSL), a logical framework for deductive synthesis of heap-manipulating programs from Separation Logic specifications. We implement our approach as a tool called Cypress, and showcase it by automatically synthesizing a number of programs manipulating linked data structures using recursive auxiliary procedures and mutual recursion, many of which were beyond the reach of existing program synthesis tools.
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1 Introduction

Consider the task of flattening a binary tree into a linked list, which is typically solved by writing a recursive data traversal program. The promise of program synthesis is to automate such tedious data manipulation tasks by generating programs automatically from high-level, declarative specifications. Several recent synthesizers [1, 19, 27–29] are indeed capable of generating recursive programs given only the top-level description of their behavior. For example, SuS-Lik [29] can generate a provably correct, recursive C-like program that deallocates a binary tree given as input the following specification in Separation Logic (SL) [26, 34]:

\[
\{tree(x, s) \land treefree(x) \rightarrow \text{emp}\}
\]

(1)

This specification says that initially the heap contains a binary tree rooted at address x with set of elements s, and that after executing treefree the heap must be empty. Inspired by the success with treefree, the programmer might try to synthesize tree flattening from the specification below:

\[
\{r \leftrightarrow x \times \text{tree}(x, s) \land \text{flatten}(r) \rightarrow r \leftrightarrow y \times \text{sll}(y, s)\}
\]

(2)

where sll describes a singly-linked list, and the location r initially stores the root of the input tree, and eventually the output list as computed by flatten. Much to the programmer’s frustration, however, SuS-Lik fails to synthesize an implementation: it times out, without producing any useful output. In fact, given only the specification (2) or a similar one, and no additional hints, this example is out of reach for all other state-of-the-art synthesizers for recursive programs.

Challenge: recursive auxiliaries. This failure can be more readily understood when considering the expected solution. One such solution, depicted below, begins with two recursive calls which flatten the immediate subtrees of the input tree, obtaining two linked lists. Now, the synthesizer is at an impasse: how to combine the two lists to create the output list? This step requires an operation that appends lists, which is in itself a recursive program (and one which cannot be implemented by another call to flatten, for example). This synthesis task illustrates a fundamental limitation of existing approaches to synthesis of recursion: tree flattening
cannot be accomplished without a recursive auxiliary function.\footnote{The choice of auxiliary is not unique, e.g. one may propose an auxiliary that uses a list accumulator.} Existing synthesizers can generate flatten given the specification of append as a hint from the user [29]; using this auxiliary specification as a stepping stone, they can then generate code for both flatten and append as two synthesis tasks. It is, however, often non-trivial for the programmer to come up with this kind of hints.

Inferring auxiliary specifications automatically has been a long-standing open challenge in program synthesis. Since the hypothesis space is very large, simply allowing the synthesizer to conjecture any arbitrary auxiliary definition would be impractical, as that would make the search space explode. The state of the art is the work by Eguch\textit{i} et al. [13], which attacks this problem in the context of functional programming by assuming a set of predefined recursion templates (e.g. a fold-right over lists). While syntactic templates help curb the search space explosion, they also limit the applicability of the technique, and in particular, preclude traversals of arbitrary user-defined data structures.

**Cyclic program synthesis.** We present a new synthesis technique, dubbed cyclic program synthesis, capable of automatically discovering recursive auxiliaries without the need for built-in templates or additional hints from the user. In particular, given the specification (2), our technique synthesizes a provably correct tree-flattening program, automatically discovering a recursive auxiliary that appends two lists.

Our technique draws inspiration from—and owes its name to—cyclic proofs, a powerful reasoning mechanism from the line of work on automated theorem proving [3, 9, 11, 25, 36, 37, 39]. In cyclic proofs, derivation “trees” can have backlinks from non-axiomatic leaves (called buds) to identical internal nodes (called companions). These backlinks enable an automation-friendly approach to proofs by induction: instead of conjecturing an induction hypothesis \textit{a-priori}, the method exploits a similarity between a current goal and a companion goal elsewhere in the derivation, essentially turning the latter into an induction hypothesis \textit{on demand}.

The key insight of this work is to apply the cyclic proof approach to automated deductive synthesis of recursive programs: instead of conjecturing auxiliary specifications \textit{a-priori}, one can \textit{abduce} them from the repeated goal patterns encountered during the main program derivation. For example, in flatten the synthesizer starts generating the code of append \texttt{inline}, and later recognizes that the program can be completed by extracting the code into a function and adding a recursive call.

---

**Our contributions.** Realizing the idea of cyclic synthesis requires a carefully designed deductive system, in which the repeated goals observed in program derivations can be used to form backlinks. Our first contribution is the design of such a deductive system, which we dub Cyclic SSL (SSL\textsubscript{cyc}). This system builds on top of Synthetic Separation Logic (SSL), the deductive synthesis framework underlying SuS-Lik [29]. SSL\textsubscript{cyc} features a new set of rules for synthesizing procedure calls, incorporating an expressive trace-based termination checking mechanism from cyclic proofs [7, 8]. This mechanism enables SSL\textsubscript{cyc} to derive a wider range of recursive programs, including programs with auxiliaries and non-structural recursion.

Our second contribution is an implementation of SSL\textsubscript{cyc} in a new synthesis tool Cypress, which extends and subsumes SuS-Lik. The addition of cyclic reasoning requires an efficient mechanism for detecting potential companions for the current goal during search. Cypress achieves this via a \textit{call abduction oracle}, which matches up goals that are not syntactically equal, adjusting them accordingly. Cypress also features more efficient theory reasoning via a mechanism we dub \textit{unification modulo theories}, as well as new \textit{best-first} proof search, guided by the size and shape of the goal.

We evaluated Cypress on 46 synthesis benchmarks. Our evaluation shows that Cypress is able to solve a number of challenging tasks requiring nested traversals of linked structures (e.g., sorting or de-duplicating a linked list) or traversals of mutually-recursive data structures (e.g., \textit{n}-ary trees). To the best of our knowledge, these programs are beyond reach of any existing approaches to automated hint-free synthesis from declarative specifications.

**Paper outline.** The following sections provide a brief primer on synthesis via SSL, outlining this work’s innovations via a series of examples (Sec. 2); give a description of SSL\textsubscript{cyc} and its meta-theory (Sec. 3); describe the synthesis algorithm (Sec. 4); and report on our evaluation (Sec. 5).

## 2 Cyclic Program Synthesis, by Example

This section presents the main ideas of Synthetic Separation Logic (SSL), followed by an overview of the scenarios enabled by our new rules and cyclic proofs principles. All code examples shown in this section are synthesized automatically using our novel synthesis tool Cypress.

### 2.1 Background: SSL and Its Limitations

**Specifications.** Deductive synthesis based on SSL takes as input a pair of Hoare-style pre- and postconditions. For instance, recall the specification (1) for deallocating a tree:

\[
\{\text{tree}(x, s)\} \text{ treefree}(x) \{\text{emp}\}
\]

Here the precondition \text{tree}(x, s) states that \text{treefree} may assume that it starts from a heap containing a binary tree rooted at address \textit{x} with payload set \textit{s}; the postcondition

---
emp states that treefree must guarantee that the heap is empty upon its termination.\footnote{This specification also implicitly guarantees that treefree always terminates and executes without memory errors (e.g., null-pointer dereferencing).} Note that the tree root \(x\) also appears as a parameter to treefree, and hence is a program variable, i.e., can be mentioned in the synthesized program; the payload set \(s\), on the other hand, is a logical variable and must not appear in the program. In the rest of this section, we distinguish program variables from logical variables by using monotype font for the former.

In general, in a specification \[\{P\} \vdash \ldots \{Q\}\], assertions \(P, Q\) have the form \(\phi; P\), where the spatial part \(P\) describes the shape of the heap, while the pure part \(\phi\) is a plain first-order formula that states the relations between variables (in \(\lambda\) the trivial pure part true is omitted from both pre- and postcondition). For the spatial part, SSL employs the standard symbolic heap fragment of Separation Logic \[26, 34\]. Informally, a symbolic heap is a set of atomic formulas called heaplets joined with separating conjunction (\(\ast\)). The simplest kind of heaplet is a points-to assertion \(x \mapsto e\), which describes a single memory location with address \(x\) and payload \(e\). For example, the formula \(x \mapsto 5 \ast y \mapsto 10\) describes a heap with two memory locations, \(x\) and \(y\), which store values 5 and 10, and are distinct, as per the semantics of the \(\ast\) connective.

To capture linked data structures, such as lists and trees, SSL specifications make extensive use of inductive heap predicates, which are standard in Separation Logic. For instance, the tree predicate from \(\lambda\) is inductively defined as follows:

\[
\text{tree}(x, s) \triangleq x = 0 \Rightarrow \{s = 0; \text{emp}\} \\
| x \neq 0 \Rightarrow \{s = [v] \cup s_l \cup s_r\} \\
\{x, 3\} \ast x \mapsto v \ast \langle x, 1 \rangle \mapsto l \ast \langle x, 2 \rangle \mapsto r \ast \\
\text{tree}(l, s_l) \ast \text{tree}(r, s_r)
\]

This definition consists of two guarded clauses: the first one describes the empty tree (and applies when the root pointer \(x\) is null), and the second one describes a non-empty tree. In the second clause, a tree node is represented by a three-element record starting at address \(x\). The first field of the record stores the payload \(v\), while the other two store the addresses \(l\) and \(r\) of the left and right subtrees, correspondingly. Records are represented using a generalized form of the points-to assertion with an offset: for example, the heaplet \(\langle x, 1 \rangle \mapsto l\) describes a memory location at the address \(x + 1\). The block assertion \(\{x, 3\}\) is an artifact of C-style memory management: it represents a memory block of size three at address \(x\) that has been dynamically allocated by malloc (and hence can be de-allocated by free). The two disjoint heaps \(\text{tree}(l, s_l)\) and \(\text{tree}(r, s_r)\) store the two subtrees. Finally, the pure part of the second clause indicates that the payload of the whole tree consist of \(v\) and the subtree payloads, \(s_l\) and \(s_r\).

**Deductive synthesis.** Given a pre-/postcondition pair \(P, Q\), deductive synthesis proceeds by constructing a derivation of the SSL judgment \(\{P\} \vdash \{Q\} \mid c\) for some program \(c\). Intuitively, this judgment has the same meaning as the Hoare triple \(\{P\} \mid c \{Q\}\) (different syntax is used to emphasise that operationally the program \(c\) is “the output” rather than “the input”). The derivation is constructed by applying inference rules, a subset of which is presented in Fig. 1.

Inference rules gradually simplify the initial synthesis goal \(\{P\} \vdash \{Q\}\), until symbolic heaps in both pre- and postconditions are empty, at which point the terminal rule \(\text{Emp}\) concludes the derivation and emits a trivial program \(\text{skip}\). The \(\text{Frame}\) rule reduces the synthesis goal to a smaller one by removing matching symbolic heaps in its pre- and postcondition. The \(\text{Free}\) rule eliminates a dynamically-allocated block of memory from the precondition by emitting a \(\text{free}\) statement. The rules \(\text{Read}\) and \(\text{Write}\) synthesize reads and writes of heap locations, correspondingly. The role of the \(\text{Write}\) rule is to “equalise” points-to heaplets that have the same address but different payloads, so that they can be subsequently “trimmed” by \(\text{Frame}\). The role of the \(\text{Read}\) rule is to turn a logical variable \(a\) into a program variable \(y\), which might enable subsequent application of \(\text{Free}\) or \(\text{Write}\). Note that reading from the heap always creates a fresh program variable (hence the \(\text{let}\) syntax), and variables, unlike heap locations, are never re-assigned.

To deal with inductive predicates, SSL features rules \(\text{Open}\) and \(\text{Close}\) (elided from this overview), which unfold predicate definitions in the pre- and postcondition, respectively. Finally, the \(\text{Call}\) rule synthesizes a recursive call if some part of the current goal’s precondition matches the precondition \(P\) of the top-level, user-provided specification.

**Deriving treefree.** Let us illustrate how all those rules work in tandem to synthesize the implementation of treefree shown on the right from the specification \(\lambda\). We start by unfolding the definition of tree in the top-level goal \(\{\text{tree}(x, s)\} \vdash \{\text{emp}\}\), which generates two sub-goals (one for each clause of the predicate):

\[
\begin{align*}
1 & \text{void treefree}(x) \\
2 & \text{if } (x = 0) \\
3 & \text{else} \\
4 & \text{let } l = \ast(x + 1); \\
5 & \text{let } r = \ast(x + 2); \\
6 & \text{free}(x); \\
7 & \text{treefree}(1); \\
8 & \text{treefree}(r); \\
9 & \}
\end{align*}
\]
The programs $c_1$ and $c_2$ emitted by these subgoals will be conjoined via the statement if $x = 0 \{ c_1 \}$ else $c_2$. The first subgoal (4) is trivially solved by the rule EMP, resulting in a program skip. In the second subgoal (5), the two grayed fragments enable two subsequent applications of the rule READ, adding two reads statements, from $\star(x + 1)$ and $\star(x + 2)$, correspondingly, creating two new program-level bindings, $1$ and $r$ and transforming the current goal into

$$\{ x \neq 0; [x, 3] * x \mapsto v * (x, 1) \mapsto I + (x, 2) \mapsto r \}$$

$$+ \text{tree}(l, s_I) * \text{tree}(r, s_r) \leadsto \{ \text{emp} \} c_2$$

The Free rule now applies to the grayed fragment of the goal’s precondition, emitting $\text{free}(x)$, and simplifying the synthesis goal to:

$$\{ \ldots; \text{tree}(l, s_I) * \text{tree}(r, s_r) \} \leadsto \{ \text{emp} \}$$

To complete the synthesis, we notice that each of the two heaptlets in the precondition matches the top-level specification (1), and hence can trigger the rule CALL, synthesizing a procedure call with a suitable argument.

**Limitations.** The CALL rule of SSL imposes significant limitations on the kinds of recursive functions it can derive. The first limitation is that it only allows using the top-level synthesis goal provided by the user as the specification for the callee; this precludes synthesis of recursive auxiliary functions, as required, for example, to flatten a tree into a list, as explained in the introduction.

A second, somewhat subtler limitation arises from the way SSL enforces termination of synthesized programs. To avoid generating trivial non-terminating solutions—such as $\text{treefree}(x)$ immediately calling $\text{treefree}(x)$ again—SSL restricts synthesized programs to be structurally recursive.\(^3\)

More precisely, synthesis starts by picking a single inductive predicate in the precondition that the program will "recurse on", and only allows a recursive call once this predicate has been unfolded at least once. This limitation makes it impossible to synthesize programs with more complex recursion patterns: even something as simple as a (helper-free) function that deallocates two trees, as such a function would need to traverse both of those trees recursively in a single run.

In the remainder of this section we will demonstrate how SSL\(_{\text{ dominance}}\) overcomes both of these limitations by harnessing the cyclic proof methodology to enhance the CALL rule.

\(^3\)Proof assistants like Coq [10] impose similar restrictions on recursion.

---

**Figure 2.** Rules for calls and definitions in SSL\(_{\text{ dominance}}\) (simplified).

### 2.2 Recursive Programs from Cyclic Proofs

The primary difference between SSL and SSL\(_{\text{ dominance}}\), is that the latter synthesizes a program by searching for a cyclic derivation, with recursive calls arising from backlinks in the proof.

**New rules for function definitions and calls.** To cater for synthesizing recursive calls using cyclic proofs, SSL\(_{\text{ dominance}}\) introduces a new, more general version of the CALL rule, shown in Fig. 2. As before, this rule synthesizes a function call $f(\sigma(x))$ (where $\sigma$ substitutes actuals for formals) whenever some part of the current symbolic heap can be unified with $f$’s spatial precondition $P$. The main difference is that the new rule no longer requires $f$’s pre-/post-condition to be the top-level specification provided by the user. Instead—perhaps surprisingly—this rule simply requires that this pre-/post can synthesize the call $f(\tau)$. At a first glance, this rule is not very useful: in order to synthesize a function call, we (seemingly) need to synthesize a function call! The intention of this rule is to use its first premise as a bud, i.e., link it back to an identical companion goal earlier in the derivation.

But where do we find a companion goal whose emitted program is $f(\tau)$? This is where the second new rule of SSL\(_{\text{ dominance}}\), Proc, comes into play (Fig. 2). The Proc rule should be understood as a way to “label” a node in a program derivation with a function definition $f(\tau)$. According to this rule, one can synthesize a definition for the function $f(\tau)$, if one can synthesize the body $c$ for this function out of the goal with same pre- and postconditions. Note that unlike all the rules we’ve seen so far, Proc does not propagate the code emitted by its premise (the function body) to the conclusion; instead it abstracts this code away into an identity call $f(\tau)$, i.e., a call whose actual parameters coincide with the formals.

The most common occurrence of the rule Proc is at the root of the derivation, with the top-level goal being its conclusion. However, we will see in Sec. 2.3 how this rule also makes it possible to synthesize auxiliary recursive functions.

**Cyclic derivation of treefree.** We now demonstrate the application of these new rules to build a cyclic derivation of treefree, shown in Fig. 3. For the sake of brevity, we omit the payload set variables and pure constraints related to them (e.g., $s = \{v\} \cup s_I \cup s_r$) from the goals, as they don’t play any role in our example. The instances of the tree predicate are annotated with cardinality variables $\alpha$, $\alpha_0$, and $\alpha_r$, which play a role in the termination argument, as we will explain shortly. The proof’s root goal serves as a conclusion for an application of Proc, with the “conjectured” function $f$ being treefree. Most of the subsequent applications follow the sequence of rewrites via standard SSL rules outlined in
Sec. 2.1, with some evident parts of the goals elided. An important twist happens at the two inner derivation nodes corresponding to the premise of applying of the rule \textsc{Call}. The goal in both nodes matches precisely the conclusion of the top-level application of \textsc{Proc}. These pairs of matching nodes create \textit{backlinks} in the program derivation, connecting the premises of two \textsc{Call} applications to the top-level goal.

**Proving termination.** Cyclic reasoning is not valid in general: cyclic proofs must satisfy a well-formedness condition in order to preclude infinite derivations. Intuitively, one can view the derivation as a directed graph with edges pointing from conclusions to premises and from buds to companions. The well-formedness condition requires that along every infinite path in this graph, some well-founded measure decreases infinitely often [8]. In \textsc{SSL}, infinite paths in the derivation correspond to potential infinite traces of the program’s execution. The well-formedness condition ensures that no such infinite executions exist since this would entail an infinitely decreasing chain in a well-founded set.

To trace well-founded measures, \textsc{SSL} annotates inductive predicates with \textit{cardinality} variables, which can be seen as \textit{sizes of the heap models} of the corresponding predicate. We automatically instrument all predicate definitions with cardinality information; for example, the instrumentation of the tree predicate (3) is highlighted via gray boxes below:

\[
\text{tree} \alpha(x, s) \triangleq \begin{cases} \text{true} \land s = \emptyset & \text{if } x = 0 \\ \alpha_l \land \alpha_r \land s = [v] \cup s_l \cup s_r & \text{if } x \neq 0 \end{cases}
\]

Note the highlighted \textit{cardinality constraints} we add to the second (recursive) clause, which state that cardinalities \(\alpha_l\) and \(\alpha_r\) of the the left and right subtrees are strictly smaller than \(\alpha\), that of the enclosing tree. Given this instrumentation, the cardinality constraints end up in the goal’s precondition upon unfolding the predicate (via \textsc{Open}), as shown in Fig. 3.

To show that the derivation in Fig. 3 is well-formed, we must pick a sequence of cardinality variables to \textit{trace} along each infinite path and prove that this sequence is strictly decreasing. All infinite paths in this derivation consist of arbitrarily alternating cycles \((1)\) and \((2)\). In each cycle, we will start by tracing \(\alpha\), and then switch to either \(\alpha_l\) or \(\alpha_r\), depending on which cycle is being traversed. In either case, when we make the switch, the traced cardinality strictly decreases (following the cardinality constraints in the predicate definition), while elsewhere along the cycle is stays unchanged. Hence we have shown that along each infinite path the cardinality must strictly decrease infinitely often.

As prior work has shown [35], given cardinality constraints, the appropriate sequence of cardinalities to trace can be inferred \textit{automatically} using automata-theoretic tools—an observation that is crucial for automating synthesis via \textsc{SSL}. This mechanism subsumes termination measures based on maximum and/or lexicographic ordering of multiple arguments, and enable \textsc{SSL} to synthesize non-structurally recursive programs, for example, one that deallocates two trees as part of the same traversal (see technical report [16]).

### 2.3 Synthesizing Auxiliary Recursive Functions

We now move on to the core of our contribution and illustrate how cyclic synthesis handles the motivating example from the introduction: the procedure that flattens a tree into a linked list, whose specification (2) we repeat for convenience:

\[
\text{Proc} \circ (r \mapsto x * \text{tree}(x, s)) \leadsto (r \mapsto y * \text{sll}(y, s))
\]

We omit the definition of the singly-linked list predicate \textsc{sll}, since it is standard for Separation Logic [34] and analogous to the tree predicate (3). The specification enforces that the payload set of the output list be the same as that of the input tree by using the same logical variable \(s\) in the pre- and postcondition. For the sake of brevity, we omit the set-related reasoning in the derivations shown below.

**Synthesized code.** The program synthesized from this specification is shown in Fig. 5. We have given more descriptive names (in lieu of automatically-generated ones) to local variables and the auxiliary function. The main procedure \textsc{flatten} calls itself recursively twice to produce the lists corresponding to the left and right subtrees of the node \(x\). The head of the first list, returned from the call in line 9 via \(r\), is then stored in \(y\), while the head of the second list is stored in \(r\) (through an extra level of indirection) after the call in line...
1. **void flatten(r) {**
2. \hspace{1em} let x = \texttt{xr};
3. \hspace{1em} if (x = \texttt{x0}) {**
4. \hspace{2em} let y = \texttt{y0};
5. \hspace{2em} \texttt{free(x);}
6. \hspace{2em} let yl = y;
7. \hspace{2em} \texttt{append(yl, v, x, r);}**
8. \hspace{1em} }**
9. \hspace{1em} let yl = \texttt{y}.*
10. \hspace{1em} \texttt{append(yl, v, x, r);}**
11. \hspace{1em} \texttt{flatten(r);}**
12. \hspace{1em} \}**
13. **void append(yl, v, x, r) {**
14. \hspace{1em} let y = \texttt{yl};
15. \hspace{1em} \texttt{append(yl, v, x, r);}**
16. \hspace{1em} \}**

**Figure 4.** A derivation of `flatten` and its recursive auxiliary append.

**Figure 5.** Tree flattening program synthesized by Cypress.

12. As its last statement, `flatten` calls the recursive auxiliary function `append`, passing it the pointers to the two lists, `yl` and `r`, as well as the parent tree node `x` and its payload `v`.

The auxiliary procedure `append` concatenates the two lists, `yl` and `r`, inserting a new element with payload `v` in the middle (hence, computing an in-order unfolding of the tree). To this end, it traverses the first list, `yl`, recursively. Once it reaches the base case where `yl` is empty (lines 19–23), it frees the tree node `x`, allocates a new list node `y` with payload `v`, and prepends it to the second list, storing the result in `r`. Its inductive case (lines 25–29) calls `append` recursively on the tail of `yl`, after which it adjusts the tail pointer `(yl + 1)` appropriately and stores the result again in `r`.

**Cyclic derivation of `flatten`.** To understand how the auxiliary append has been discovered, let us take a look at the SSL derivation of `flatten`, shown in Fig. 4. The first half of this derivation is uneventful and quite similar to what we have already seen for `treefree` in Fig. 3: the two applications of `CALL` induce two backlinks (1) and (2) to the top-level goal and correspond to the recursive calls to `flatten(r)` in lines 9 and 12 of Fig. 5.

After these two calls, however, we find ourselves in the node (a) of the derivation\(^\text{3}\), with the following synthesis goal:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\{ x, 3 \} + x \mapsto v + (x, 1) \mapsto y \mapsto \ldots \mapsto (x, 2) \mapsto y, s \mapsto y \mapsto y + s(y, s) \\
&\leadsto \{ r \mapsto y + s(y, s) \}
\end{align*}
\]

Here, we are given two lists, `yl` and `yr`, and we need to obtain a single list `y` that contains all of their elements plus `v`. How should the synthesizer proceed to solve this goal? It proceeds just as it would for any goal that contains inductive predicates in the precondition: by unfolding one of their instances—in this case `sll(yl, s1)`—via `OPEN`. The recursive premise of `OPEN` is depicted in the derivation node (b), whose precondition again features two lists: one of them, `yr`, is the same as before, and the other one, `n`, is the tail of `yl`.

**Abducing the auxiliary.** At this point the synthesizer realizes that the `CALL` rule is applicable again; this time, however, the companion goal is not the top-level specification (2), but rather the goal (8) from node (a). Indeed, a sub-heap of the current precondition (the one containing everything but the head of `yl`) can be unified with the precondition of (8) by substituting `n` for `yl`. In order to become an eligible companion, however, a node must emit a procedure call, which is clearly not the case for (a). To bridge this mismatch, the synthesizer retroactively inserts an application of `PROC` just below (a) and creates a new node (c) as its conclusion. The

\(^3\)Instead of passing `x` to `append`, it would have been more natural to dealocate it immediately in `flatten`. Although SSL\(_3\) is capable of deriving either program, our implementation makes the less natural choice, which we discuss further in Sec. 5.4.

\(^4\)For now, imagine that node (c) and the adjacent application of `PROC` are not there. We will come back to them shortly.
new node has the same synthesis goal as (a) and an identity call to a fresh procedure—here append(yl, ν, x, r)—as the emitted code.

This lazy application of Proc corresponds to abducing the recursive auxiliary on demand. The parameters of the new procedure are all the program variables of (a); its pre- and postcondition are defined by (8), the synthesis goal of (a); finally, its body is the code emitted by (a) (derived by the SSL\textsubscript{L} sub-derivation rooted at (a)).

**Termination.** As before, we perform a global well-formedness check on the entire derivation. Note, however, that in this case infinite paths can either follow some combination of backlinks (1) and (2) or always follow the backlink (3); in other words, in the absence of mutual recursion, the termination arguments for the two procedures are entirely disjoint. Termination follows from the highlighted cardinality constraints: \( | \mathcal{E} | < | \mathcal{E} | \), \( | \mathcal{E} | < | \mathcal{F} | \), and \( \beta' < \beta \).

### 2.4 More Examples

We conclude this section by outlining two examples that showcase unique capabilities of SSL\textsubscript{L} and Cypress and go beyond the state of the art in synthesis with auxiliaries [13]. More details and synthesized code for these examples can be found in our technical report [16].

**Flattening a tree in-place.** Our first example leverages the imperative nature of our underlying language, allowing Cypress to flatten a binary tree into a **doubly-linked** list in-place: \( \langle \text{tree(x, s)} \rangle \) flatten\textsubscript{to\_dll}(x) \( \langle \text{dll(x, z, s)} \rangle \). Note that here we require that the root of the tree node and the head of the output list be located at the **same** address \( x \). We omit the standard definition of the dll predicate, but note that in-place flattening is possible because both a tree node and a doubly-linked list node are represented as a three-element record, so one can be reinterpreted as the other.

**Mutual recursion.** Our final example shows the ability of Cypress to synthesize manipulations with mutually-recursive data structures. An \( n \)-ary tree, a.k.a. **rose tree** [23], can be implemented by storing the children of a tree node in a linked list. Its definition in Separation Logic uses a pair of mutually recursive predicates: rtree, representing a tree, and children, representing a linked list of trees. Given these predicates and a specification \( \langle \text{rtree(x, s)} \rangle \) rtree\textsubscript{free}(x) \( \langle \text{emp} \rangle \), Cypress is able to generate a pair of mutually recursive functions that deallocate a rose tree.

### 3 Cyclic Program Synthesis, Formally

In this section, we give a formal presentation of declarative rules of SSL\textsubscript{L} and describe the underlying metatheory.

#### 3.1 Programs and Assertions

**Programming language.** The target language of SSL\textsubscript{L} is an imperative, C-like fragment with dynamic memory allocation, deallocation, store and load (Fig. 6, left). Values include at least booleans and integers, and a special type \texttt{loc} designates pointer variables. Pointers are isomorphic to unsigned integers, but there is only a single pointer constant, \( \texttt{null} \). Expressions include at least variables, literal constants, equality check and logical connectives. Additional **theory-specific expressions** are allowed depending on the underlying theory used for checking entailment in derivations; our implementation supports linear integer arithmetic and sets. The language allows pointer arithmetic in the form \( x + i \), but other arithmetic operations are disabled for pointers. The statement \( f(\mathcal{I}) \) denotes a procedure call with actual parameters \( \mathcal{I} \). Procedures do not have a return value: the behavior of return is emulated by passing in an address of the heap location where the result should be stored. There are no variable re-assignments and no while loops. A program is a sequence of procedure definitions, followed by a statement.  

**Assertion language.** The assertion language comprises pure assertions in the underlying theory, and SL assertions with inductively defined predicates (Fig. 6, right). Its semantics have been explored throughout Sec. 2. The set of pure logic terms \( \langle \phi, \psi, \chi \rangle \) is a superset of program expressions \( e \). The logic is sorted, and pure parts \( \langle \phi, \psi, \chi \rangle \) are ensured to be Boolean expressions via simple type checking. Predicate instances are annotated with cardinality variables \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \). Assertions are interpreted in an environment \( \Gamma \) in which some of the variables are universally quantified and others existentially quantified, with a prefix of the form \( \forall \mathcal{I}. \exists \mathcal{I}. \) Program variables are always included in the universal prefix. Logical variables are split between universal (also called ghost variables) and existential. We denote \( \text{Vars}(\Gamma) = \{ \mathcal{I}, \mathcal{J} \} \) for all quantified variables, and \( \text{PV}(\Gamma) = \{ \mathcal{I} \} \cap \text{PV}, \mathcal{G}(\Gamma) = \{ \mathcal{I} \} \setminus \text{PV}, \mathcal{E}(\Gamma) = \{ \mathcal{J} \} \) for program variables, ghost variables and existentials of \( \Gamma \), respectively. We also use \( \mathcal{E}(\Gamma) \) for the set of all
expressions that can be constructed using PV(Γ), and κ[Γ]—all logical terms that can be constructed with Vars(Γ). When joining environments, the quantifier pattern is preserved, and we use the notation ∀x. ∃y. ψ ∨ ∀x. ∃y. ϕ. All variable sets ℝ, ℓ∈, ℓ∉ must be disjoint.

A clause e ⇒ ∃x.ϕ in a definition of a heap predicate pθ(X) consists of a selector expression e and an assertion ψ. As explained in Sec. 2.2, the pure part ψ contains a cardinality constraint of the form αq < α for each predicate instance q∈(⋯) inside R. These are not part of the surface syntax, but are added automatically during pre-processing.

### 3.2 Proof Rules

Fig. 7 lists all synthesis-related SSL rules in a declarative manner. The rules operate on transforming entailment judgments Γ; P ⇒ Q | c, which informally means that any state that satisfies the assertion P can be transformed into some state that satisfies Q by a state c [29]. Within rules, for clarity, we follow the convention of using lower latin letters x, y for program variables, e, t for program-level terms (of the syntactic class e in Fig. 6), greek letters ψ, ω for logical variables, and φ, χ, γ for logical formulas. We will now describe the rules and their effects on the synthesis.

#### R1 Terminal rules

These rules are the main innovations of SSL as compared with SSL. The rules Proc and Call were discussed in detail in Sec. 2.2. The rule Proc delineates procedure boundaries by emitting a call to a procedure whose body is emitted by its single premise.

Procedure calls are generated via the rule Call. It bundles together Separation Logic-style framing, with R as the frame, and substitution of actual into formal parameters via σ, which is also applied to the postcondition [ψ; S]. Existential variables in the procedure’s environment are remapped to fresh ghost variables in the second premise of the rule. Formal parameters xj are mapped to program expressions e[Γ] using program variables of Γ, and ghosts vj are mapped to logical terms using any variables of Γ.
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#### R2 Predicate unfolding

#### R3 Rules for procedures
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#### R1 Rules for atomic operations

Each of the pointer operations of the target language has a corresponding rule that describes when to emit it: Read and Write for memory access, Alloc and Free for dynamic memory management. These rules are more restricted versions of the corresponding symbolic execution rules of standard Separation Logic [5]; the additional restrictions are required to guide rule applications in the context of synthesis, where the program is not available. For example, the Write rule uses the heaplet (x, i) ⇝ e in the goal’s postcondition to determine what should be written into the address x.

#### R2 Rules for inductive predicates

The two rules Open and Close unfold definitions of inductive predicates in the pre- and postconditions, respectively. These rules have dual effects on the program in the sense that Open eliminates a predicate instance and hence performs a case split on its clauses, while Close introduces an instance and hence picks a single clause non-deterministically. As a result, Close does not emit any code, while Open emits a conditional statement with one branch per clause, using clause selectors as guards.

#### R3 Rules for procedures

These rules are the main innovation of SSL as compared with SSL. The rules Proc and Call were discussed in detail in Sec. 2.2. The rule Proc delineates procedure boundaries by emitting a call to a procedure whose body is emitted by its single premise.
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### Figure 7. Synthesis rules of SSLₐ
is required, consider the recursive call flatten(r) in line 9 of Fig. 5. To enable this call we first need to write the root of the left subtree x1 into the return location r; but to trigger this write, we need to have \( r \mapsto x1 \) in the goal’s postcondition! CALLSetup enables that: it performs \textit{sequential decomposition} of the synthesis goal with the call’s precondition \([\psi;S]\) as the intermediate state. As a result, \( r \mapsto x1 \) ends up in the postcondition of its first subgoal, triggering the synthesis of the write in line 8. Although the declarative presentation in Fig. 7 makes it look like the assertion \([\psi;S]\) is chosen non-deterministically, in Sec. 4 we explain how Cypress implements this rule efficiently via a \textit{call abduction oracle}.

**Logical rules.** The remainder of SSL\(_\Omega\) rules are \textit{logical rules}, which do not emit new code, but instead transform the goal in a way that would ultimately allow the application of other (operational) rules. Our logical rules are mostly standard for SL-based theorem provers [5], so we relegate them to the technical report [16] to save space. They include the Frame rule we have seen in Sec. 2, as well as rules for pure reasoning, e.g. eliminating existentials. In Sec. 4 we discuss how Cypress implements such pure reasoning efficiently.

### 3.3 Cyclic Program Derivations

An SSL\(_\Omega\) derivation is a tree consisting of goals \( \Gamma; \mathcal{P} \leadsto Q \mid c \), and constructed using the inference rules in Fig. 7. In contrast to the standard notion of a proof as a finite derivation tree, SSL\(_\Omega\) derivations are permitted to be regular, non-well-founded (i.e., infinitely tall) trees. Regularity ensures that an SSL\(_\Omega\) derivation tree always has a finite representation as a (possibly) cyclic graph. Concretely, we represent SSL\(_\Omega\) derivations as finite trees, along with a set of \textit{backlinks} connecting each non-terminal leaf node to a syntactically identical ancestor node. In other words, we allow goals from the middle of the proof to be used again as premises higher up the derivation tree. Formally, each backlink enacts the infinite unfolding of the path connecting the leaf—called \textit{bud}—with its associated internal node—called \textit{companion}.

We call SSL\(_\Omega\) derivations \textit{pre-proofs}, since they do not necessarily derive \textit{terminating} programs. To ensure termination, we require that pre-proofs satisfy an additional global property, defined in terms of \textit{traces} of cardinality variables.

**Definition 3.1 (Trace pairs).** Let \( \mathcal{G} \) and \( \mathcal{G}' \) be, respectively, the conclusion and a premise of an inference rule \( r \), and let \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) be cardinality variables occurring universally in \( \mathcal{G} \) and \( \mathcal{G}' \), respectively. We say that \( (\alpha, \beta) \) is a \textit{trace pair} for \((\mathcal{G}, \mathcal{G}')\) when: either \( r \) is \textsc{call} with substitution \( \sigma \), \( \mathcal{G}' \) is the left-hand premise, and \( \alpha = \sigma(\beta) \); or \( r \phi \Rightarrow \beta \leq \alpha \) holds, where \( \phi \) is the pure pre-condition of \( \mathcal{G} \). If \( r \phi \Rightarrow \beta < \alpha \) also holds, we say that the trace pair is \textit{progressing}.

A \textit{path} in a pre-proof \( P \) is a sequence \( \mathcal{G}_i (i \geq 0) \) of nodes in \( P \) such that each node \( \mathcal{G}_i \) is the parent of \( \mathcal{G}_{i+1} \) in the infinite derivation corresponding to \( P \).

**Definition 3.2 (Traces).** A \textit{trace} is an infinite sequence \( \alpha_i (i \geq 0) \) of cardinality variables. We say that a trace follows a path \( \mathcal{G}_i (i \geq 0) \) in a pre-proof \( P \) when \((\alpha_i, \alpha_{i+1})\) is a trace pair for \((\mathcal{G}_i, \mathcal{G}_{i+1})\) for each \( i \geq 0 \). When \((\alpha_i, \alpha_{i+1})\) is progressing, we say that the trace \textit{progresses at} \( i \). A trace is called infinitely progressing if it progresses at infinitely many points.

**Definition 3.3 (Proofs).** A pre-proof \( P \) is said to satisfy the global trace condition when every infinite path in \( P \) is followed by an infinitely progressing trace.

The global trace condition is an \( \omega \)-regular property, so it is decidable when a pre-proof is a proof, cf. [9, Prop. 7.4]. We write \( \vdash \mathcal{G} \) when there is a proof deriving \( \mathcal{G} \).

### 3.4 Soundness

SSL\(_\Omega\) inherits the memory model and operational semantics from traditional SL [5]. In the interest of space we only state the soundness theorem here. Its proof and the rest of the metatheory are relegated to the technical report [16].

**Theorem 3.4 (Soundness).** If \( \vdash \Gamma; \mathcal{P} \leadsto Q \mid c \), then for any heap/stack pair \( \langle h, s \rangle \) that satisfies \( \mathcal{P} \), there exists a heap/stack pair \( \langle h', s' \rangle \) that satisfies \( Q \), such that executing \( c \) from state \( \langle h, s \rangle \) terminates in state \( \langle h', s' \rangle \).

### 4 Cyclic Program Synthesis, Pragmatically

We implemented cyclic program synthesis in a new synthesizer called Cypress [17]. Cypress takes as input a synthesis goal \( \langle \mathcal{P} \rangle f \langle \mathcal{X} \rangle \mid Q \) together with the definitions of all inductive predicates it mentions, and performs backtracking \textit{proof search} for an SSL\(_\Omega\) derivation of the judgment \( \mathcal{P} \leadsto Q \mid f \langle \mathcal{X} \rangle \). Once a proof has been constructed, \textit{extracting} the synthesized program is straightforward: we simply consider each application of the Proc rule in isolation; each such application gives rise to a procedure, whose signature and body are the code emitted by the conclusion and the premise of Proc, respectively. For example, the two applications of Proc in Fig. 4 give rise to two procedures, flatten and append.

In the rest of this section we outline the mechanisms that make our proof search tractable. Since Cypress builds upon SuSLik—the original implementation of SSL—we only focus on the new mechanisms, which make Cypress more general and/or more efficient than its predecessor. Cypress also leverages existing proof search features of SuSLik, such as early failure rules, phased proof search, and branch abduction (which enables it to synthesize conditionals beyond those in predicate selectors); we refer the reader to [29] for a detailed account of these features.

**Best-first search.** One difference in the overall search algorithm is that Cypress uses memoizing \textit{best-first search} (inspired by [19]), instead of SuSLik’s naïve depth-first search. The search is guided by a cost function that assigns a cost to each heaplet in the goal’s pre- and postcondition, with predicate instances growing more expensive as they get unfolded.
or go through a call. This cost function prevents the search from getting stuck in a branch that performs infinitely many unfoldings or calls, and encourages it to focus on smaller (and therefore, hopefully, easier to solve) goals.

4.1 Synthesizing Calls

To understand how Cypress applies the rules Call and CallSetup in practice, let us revisit the tree flattening program from Fig. 5. After the initial sequence of Read and Open applications, which generate lines 1–7, we find ourselves with a pre-heap \( r \mapsto x \ast \text{tree}(x) \ast \text{tree}(x) \ast \ldots \) (where ellipsis stands for the node at \( x \) and its payload, and we omit cardinality and set parameters for brevity). To decide whether a call can be synthesized from this goal, Cypress considers all *candidate companion* goals, i.e. all ancestor goals separated from the current goal by at least one application of Open. Open is the only rule where cardinality traces can progress, hence any well-formed cycle in the derivation must include an application of Open. In our case, the top-level goal with the pre-heap \( r \mapsto x \ast \text{tree}(x) \) is such a candidate.

**Call abduction oracle.** Given a candidate companion, synthesizing a call involves guessing (1) the substitution \( \sigma \) of formals into actuals (e.g., \( [x \mapsto \text{tree}(x)] \)); (2) the frame \( R \), i.e., the part of the precondition untouched by the call (e.g., \( \text{tree}(x) \ast \ldots \) ); and (3) the setup statement \( c \) required to satisfy the companion’s precondition (here \( \sigma R = x \)). Cypress finds all these three components at once, using a mechanism we dub *call abduction oracle*. This oracle is a separate synthesis problem that attempts to “bridge the gap” between the current goal’s precondition and that of the companion. In our example, the oracle attempts to derive:

\[
[r \mapsto x \ast \text{tree}(x) \ast \text{tree}(x) \ast \ldots] \leadsto [r' \mapsto x' \ast \text{tree}(x')] \mid c
\]

Note that all variables in the companion goal are replaced with fresh existentials. The call abduction oracle only uses the subset of SSL rules triggered by the post-condition (e.g. Write and Alloc), since the rest of rules (e.g. Read, Open, Call) could already fire before the oracle was invoked. It also uses a modified version of the Emp rule, which allows the pre-heap to remain non-empty. Upon successful completion, the remaining pre-heap becomes the frame \( R \), the code emitted during this derivation becomes the setup statement \( c \), and the \( \sigma \) comprises all existential substitutions from this derivation.

**Termination checking.** Whenever the call abduction oracle succeeds, Cypress adds appropriate applications of Call and CallSetup, inserts an application of Proc below the companion candidate (using all its program variables as formals and a fresh procedure name), and forms a backlink from the first premise of Call to the conclusion of Proc. Every time a backtrack is formed, Cypress checks whether the pre-proof constructed so far satisfies the trace condition from Sec. 3.3. To this end, it builds a graph of the current pre-proof with edges labeled with all available trace pairs, according to Def. 3.1. It then invokes Cyclist [35], an off-the-shelf cyclic theorem prover, which uses an automata-theoretic algorithm to check whether every infinite path in the graph contains an infinitely progressing trace.

4.2 Pure Reasoning

Until now we have focused on synthesis rules, which directly emit code; the success of synthesis, however, also crucially relies on logical rules, which transform the goal into a form where synthesis rules can fire. Logical reasoning in SSL is far from straightforward because it needs to support arbitrary SMT-decidable theories in its pure formulas.

To illustrate the challenges of pure reasoning, consider the following (simplified but representative) synthesis goal:

\[
\forall x, s, a . \exists w . \{ \text{sl}(x, s \cup \{a\}) \} \leadsto \{ \text{sl}(x, [a] \cup w) \}
\]

(9)

The simplest—and hence most desirable—solution to this goal is *skip*, which informally can be obtained by simply framing away the \( \text{sl} \) heaplets; but formally, before Frame can apply, we need to transform the post-heap to be syntactically identical to the pre-heap, which requires: (a) exploiting commutativity of set union, and (b) instantiating the existential \( w \) with \( s \). Fig. 8 shows two novel logical rules implemented in Cypress, which perform such transformations efficiently; Fig. 9 demonstrates how these rules work together to solve the synthesis goal (9) (we omit the emitted program skip and highlight new parts in each sub-goal for readability).

**Unification modulo theories.** The traditional approach to exploiting equational theories—such as commutativity of union in our example—is to eagerly normalize the goal after every proof step, by computing all implied equalities between its subterms [4]. For example, if a specification mentions both \( s \cup \{a\} \) and \( \{a\} \cup s \), normalization would replace one with the other. The normalization approach has two downsides: first, it is rather inefficient if you assume only blackbox access to the SMT solver; second, it does not help with the goal like (9), because here \( s \cup \{a\} = \{a\} \cup \)}
w is not a logical necessity, but rather a possibility, which happens to lead to the shortest solution. To circumvent these limitations, Cypress implements a new, lazy approach to equational reasoning via the rule Unify in Fig. 8, which we dub \textit{unification modulo theories}. Unify looks for a pair of heaplets $\sigma_1 R$ and $\sigma_2 R$ in the pre- and postcondition that only differ in pure subterms, and speculatively unifies them, adding equalities between mismatched subterms, $\sigma_1(v) = \sigma_2(v)$, as proofs obligation to the pure postcondition. In Fig. 9, Unify is used to unify the pre- and post-heap of the goal (9), producing the proof obligation $s \cup \{a\} = \{a\} \cup w$. Even in the absence of existentials, this approach is more efficient than eager normalization, because the SMT solver only needs to check equalities between terms that appear in matching positions inside a heaplet.

**Pure synthesis.** The other major challenge is to find appropriate instantiations for existential variables. To this end, Cypress includes the rule Solve-$\exists$ in Fig. 8, which picks a substitution $\sigma$ from existentials to universals that validates the pure specification. To find such a substitution, Cypress needs to solve the constraint $\exists \sigma. \forall x. \phi \Rightarrow [\sigma] \varphi$, which is itself a synthesis problem in the pure subset of our logic. Although such pure synthesis is generally a challenging task, it has been the subject of much prior work [2, 21, 32]. Cypress out-sources pure synthesis queries to the CVC4 synthesizer [33].

## 5 Evaluation

We evaluated Cypress empirically along three axes: (1) \textit{generality}: its ability to synthesize programs with complex recursion; (2) \textit{efficiency}: the time it takes to synthesize programs; and (3) \textit{utility}: the size of the input specification compared to the size of the generated programs, and the quality of generated programs.

### 5.1 Benchmarks and Setup

For our empirical evaluation we have assembled a suite of 46 synthesis benchmarks for pointer-manipulating programs. Each benchmark is defined by a top-level synthesis goal expressed as separation-logic specification (and optionally, specifications of library functions the code is allowed to invoke). We collected these benchmarks from three sources:

1. State of the art in synthesis with recursive auxiliaries [13]. We include eight out of their nine benchmarks. The remaining one, merge_sort, has a specification identical to another one (sort), but a different program template, which forces their tool to synthesize merge sort instead of insertion sort; Cypress does not use program templates, so the difference between these two benchmarks does not make sense in our setting. The tool [13] synthesizes functional programs from refinement types, so we manually translated these benchmarks into Separation Logic.
2. State of the art in synthesis of heap-manipulating programs: SuSLik [29] and ImpSynt [31]. We include all 22 benchmarks from SuSLik, and the 11 recursive benchmarks from ImpSynt (these two sets overlap); the excluded five ImpSynt benchmarks are iterative versions of their recursive benchmarks, and similarly require sketches.
3. We supplement this set with 14 new benchmarks, half of which, to the best of our knowledge, cannot be solved by any existing synthesis tools. These benchmarks involve the interplay between auxiliary functions and heap manipulation (e.g., an in-place tree flattening) or operate on cyclic or mutually recursive structures (e.g., rose trees).

Out of the 46 benchmarks, 19 exercise \textit{complex recursion}, \textit{i.e.}, they either require a non-trivial termination measure or a recursive auxiliary procedure (not given as a library function). We refer to this benchmark set as complex and use it as a primary focus of our empirical evaluation. All complex benchmarks are by construction out of reach for SuSLik. The remaining 27 benchmarks only exercise \textit{simple (structural) recursion}. We refer to this benchmark set as simple; although not the focus of our evaluation, we use these benchmarks to demonstrate the versatility of Cypress.

**Experiment setup.** For our main experiment, we ran Cypress on the complex benchmark set, and measured synthesis time and size of the generated code. For our second experiment, we ran Cypress on the simple benchmark suite and compared the synthesis times with SuSLik. The purpose of this experiment is to confirm that searching a larger program space does not lead to significant degradation in performance. All experiments were conducted on a commodity laptop (2.7 GHz Intel Core i7 Lenovo Thinkpad with 16GB RAM), and Cypress was run as a single-threaded process. Timeout for all experiments was set to one hour.

### 5.2 Results

Experiment results on the complex benchmarks are shown in Tab. 1, and on the simple benchmarks in Tab. 2. All specifications and generated code can be found in the technical report [16].

#### 5.2.1 Generality.** The results in Tab. 1 confirm that Cypress is able to synthesize a variety of functions with complex recursion. Benchmarks 10–13 were discussed in Sec. 2. Out of all benchmarks in Tab. 1, only 10 and 17 can be solved without auxiliaries, but they require a complex termination metric; interestingly, for 17—sorted list merge—Cypress generates an auxiliary anyway (see discussion in Sec. 5.3). All the other benchmarks require one or even two auxiliaries; for example, benchmark 14 flattens a rose tree into a list, and needs one auxiliary for flattening the list of children and another one for appending two lists (a flattened tree and a flattened list of children).

Finally, four of the synthesized programs feature \textit{mutual recursion}. Two of them operate on rose trees, where mutual recursion is expected, while the other two—flattening a tree
Table 1. Benchmarks with recursion: all of these are out of reach for SuSLik. We report the number of Procedures generated, total number Stmt of statement in those procedures, the ratio Code/Spec of code to specification (in AST nodes), and the synthesis Time (in seconds).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Id</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Proc</th>
<th>Stmt</th>
<th>Code/Spec</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Singly Linked List</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>deallocate two</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6.2x</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>append three</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.3x</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>non-destructive append</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3.0x</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>union</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>5.9x</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>intersection$^1$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>7.3x</td>
<td>95.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>difference$^1$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>5.5x</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>deduplicate$^1$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>7.8x</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List of Lists</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>deallocate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10.7x</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>flatten$^1$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4.8x</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary Tree</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>deallocate two</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11.8x</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>flatten</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>7.4x</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>flatten to dll in place</td>
<td>2$^\ddagger$</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9.6x</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose Tree</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>deallocate</td>
<td>2$^\ddagger$</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12.0x</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>flatten</td>
<td>3$^\ddagger$</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>8.0x</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorted list</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>reverse$^1$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3.3x</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>sort$^1$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.6x</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>merge$^1$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2.2x</td>
<td>33.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BST</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>from list$^1$</td>
<td>2$^\ddagger$</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>5.0x</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>to sorted list$^1$</td>
<td>2$^\ddagger$</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>6.4x</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^1$ From [13]  $^2$ From [31]  $^3$ Mutually-recursive

into doubly-linked list (12) and flattening a binary search tree (BST) into a sorted list (19)—came as a surprise.

Comparison with other tools. Cypress was able to synthesize all eight selected benchmarks from [13]. Unlike their tool, Cypress does not use function templates as hints, and also targets pointer-manipulating programs instead of functional programs, which is arguably a harder problem. To the best of our knowledge, Cypress generates code with similar recursive structure to their tool: for example, list reversal, deduplication, and sorting all have the structure of two nested right-folds (and hence quadratic complexity); one exception is list intersection, discussed below, where Cypress generates an overly complex solution.

Cypress can also handle all 22 original SuSLik benchmarks (which are all part of the simple set). Finally, Cypress was also able to solve all 11 recursive benchmarks from ImpSynt [31] (one of which is in the complex set and the rest are in the simple set). Unlike ImpSynt, we do not require the user to provide program sketches, and additionally, our synthesis times on a commodity laptop are at least an order of magnitude faster than the run times reported in [31] on a server with 10 cores and 96GB of RAM.

On the other hand, SuSLik cannot handle any of the benchmarks in the complex set—because of complex recursion—and also fails on five benchmarks in the simple set. All five failures are due to restrictions on predicate unfolding, which SuSLik had to impose due to its ad-hoc termination checking mechanism, which in Cypress has been replaced with the more powerful cardinality-based mechanism from Sec. 3.3.

Table 2. Comparison with SuSLik on benchmarks with simple recursion. We report the number of statements Stmt and synthesis Time in seconds for both Cypress and SuSLik. Each benchmark generates a single procedure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Id</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Stmt</th>
<th>Code/Spec</th>
<th>Time Cypress</th>
<th>Time SuSLik</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Integers</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>swap two$^1$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.0x</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>&lt; 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>min of two$^1$,4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.1x</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singly Linked List</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>length$^2$,8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.2x</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>max$^3$</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.9x</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
<td>min$^3$,5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.9x</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>singleton$^1$,4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.9x</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>&lt; 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>dispose$^3$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.5x</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>&lt; 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>initialize$^3$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.6x</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>copy$^3$</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2.7x</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
<td>append$^3$,5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.1x</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>delete$^3$,5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.6x</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorted list</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>prepend$^2$,3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.5x</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>insert$^2$,3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.6x</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33</td>
<td>insertion sort$^2$,3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.0x</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>size$^1$</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.5x</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>dispose$^3$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8.0x</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>&lt; 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36</td>
<td>copy$^1$</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.8x</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
<td>flatten w/append$^3$</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5.4x</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>38</td>
<td>flatten w/acc$^3$</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.1x</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>39</td>
<td>insert$^2$,3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1.9x</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>36.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>rotate left$^2$,3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.2x</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>23.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41</td>
<td>rotate right$^2$,3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.2x</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>42</td>
<td>delete root$^2$</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1.7x</td>
<td>1304.3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BST</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>copy</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4.3x</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>44</td>
<td>append$^1$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.6x</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>delete$^1$</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3.7x</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>46</td>
<td>single to double</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5.5x</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^2$ From [31]  $^3$ From SuSLik [29]  $^4$ From [22]  $^5$ From [30]

Although in principle ImpSynt is capable of solving complex benchmarks that require recursive auxiliaries using nested loops instead, none of the results reported in [31] contain nested loops, and in any case, ImpSynt relies on program sketches. To our knowledge, no existing synthesizer (for either functional or heap-manipulating programs) is able to generate mutually-recursive programs.

5.2.2 Efficiency. Our experiments show that Cypress is efficient in synthesizing a variety of programs: all 19 complex benchmarks were synthesized within two minutes, and all but two of them take less than fifteen seconds. Our comparison of Cypress with SuSLik on the simple benchmarks demonstrates that despite searching a larger space of programs, Cypress remains efficient. It is slightly slower on easy benchmarks: of the 18 benchmarks that take less than five seconds for SuSLik, the average time is 0.5 seconds for SuSLik compared to 0.8 seconds for Cypress; the remaining four hard benchmarks is where Cypress’s new search strategy pays off: the average time for those four benchmarks is 18.8 seconds for SuSLik and only 6.3 seconds for Cypress.

5.2.3 Utility. To quantify synthesis utility, we measured the ratio between the size of synthesized code and the input specification (taken as AST sizes). For all benchmarks from
the complex set, the generated code is larger than the specification by at least 2.2x (sorted list merge) and at most 12x (deallocate rose tree). This confirms our intuition that for simple, boilerplate data structure manipulations, like deallocation and copying, synthesis offers a good trade-off, since their specifications are very simple, while the code can be quite tricky. We only include pre- and postconditions in the specification size and omit predicate definitions, since those are reused between benchmarks. Anecdotally, the new benchmarks created for this paper were quick and easy to write: most predicate definitions were either reused from StSLIK or were standard SL predicates. In both cases, the pre- and postconditions were very straightforward. Note that the code-to-spec ratios for the simple benchmarks are lower (between 0.2x and 8.0x), which serves as evidence that deductive synthesis for heap-manipulating programs delivers larger pay-off for complex traversals.

5.3 Notable Benchmarks

**Merge.** One benchmark where Cypress surprised us is merging two sorted lists (benchmark 17). We initially thought that this problem required an extension to the tool, because the traditional recursive implementation—without auxiliaries—has to unfold both input lists in order to compare their heads, but then fold one of the lists back again to pass it to the recursive call; this “folding back” is something that Cypress does not explicitly support. To our surprise, Cypress was instead able to solve this problem by inventing an auxiliary that merges two lists one of which is non-empty. This implementation is even slightly more efficient, since it eliminates a redundant emptiness check for one of the lists.

**Sort.** An important difference between the functional setting of [13] and our setting is that SL specifications give the the user more fine-grained control over the relationship between input and output data structures in memory. For sorting (benchmark 16), we took the liberty of requiring the sort to be in-place, by using the following specification:

\[ \text{sort}(x, n, l, h) \mapsto \text{sorted}(x, n, l, h) \]

Here sll is a list rooted at x with length n and lower and upper bounds on the elements l and h, and srtl is a sorted list with the same parameters (notably, rooted at the same address x). Such in-place sorting is not expressible using refinement types from [13]. Given this specification—which contains no insight as to which algorithm to use to sort the list—Cypress synthesizes a rather peculiar version of in-place insertion sort: while traditionally insertion sort on linked lists performs insertion by switching n pointers, Cypress chose instead to do it by swapping elements in out-of-order list cells (similarly to a typical insertion sort on an array).

**Intersection.** Perhaps the most curious case is benchmark 5, which computes the intersection of two sets represented as linked lists with unique elements (denoted by the inductive predicate ul). The simplest specification for intersection is:

\[ \{ r \mapsto x \ast \text{ul}(x, s_1) \ast \text{ul}(y, s_2) \} \mapsto \{ r \mapsto z \ast \text{ul}(z, s_1 \cap s_2) \} \]

With this specification, however, Cypress fails to find a solution due to a limitation on the class of auxiliaries it can generate. Unlike the original functional setting, there is no simple, fold-like solution for this specification, because it is destructive: once it computes the intersection z’ of y and the tail of x, the list y is lost, and we cannot decide whether the head of x should be added to z’. A more sophisticated solution would require an auxiliary that tests membership, which is beyond the capabilities of cyclic synthesis.

To circumvent this issue, we added *ul(y, s_2) to the post-condition to preserve the input list y. Even with this change, however, Cypress fails to generate the simple solution with a single auxiliary (one that searches for the head of x in y, and if found, prepends it to z’), because doing so requires weakening of the auxiliary’s pure precondition, which cyclic synthesis currently does not support. Surprisingly, Cypress finds another solution, which uses a second auxiliary to append the head of x to z’ instead of prepending it. This solution is so unusual that we worried we found a soundness issue, until we checked it with an external program verifier: the solution is indeed correct (albeit inefficient), and both of the inferred auxiliary specifications are inductive.

5.4 Limitations

**When does Cypress fail?** The main limitation of SSL - that it can only derive a certain class of auxiliary functions. Intuitively, it can only extract auxiliary specifications from the goals in the main derivation, and cannot invent them “out of thin air”, so, for example, the auxiliary cannot take extra parameters or return a new data structure, which the main specification does not mention. For this reason, Cypress cannot synthesize linear-time implementations of list reversal or tree flattening, which would require conjecturing an extra accumulator parameter. As explained in Sec. 5.3, SSL - also lacks support for generalizing the pure part of the auxiliary specification, which prevents it from deriving simpler version of set intersection. It is difficult to precisely characterize the class of synthesis problems that cyclic synthesis can and cannot solve, because, as illustrated above, it often finds alternative solutions that circumvent the limitations. Such characterization is an interesting direction for future work; another important and challenging direction is extending SSL - with additional rules to support a wider class of programs, while continuing to strike a careful balance between expressiveness and tractability of proof search.

**Quality of solutions.** A Cypress solution might have suboptimal performance even if a more efficient program is derivable via SSL - The core issue is that SSL - has no means of analyzing program efficiency, and hence no reason to prefer a more efficient solution. A promising approach for producing efficient heap-manipulating would be to adopt a
flavor of Separation Logic with time credits [15], combining it with techniques for resource-aware synthesis for pure functional programs [20].

We also noticed that the division of code between the procedures in Cypress solutions is sometimes unnatural: for example, the tree flattening program in Fig. 5 deallocates tree nodes inside the auxiliary append function instead of the main function; in terms of abstraction boundaries, it would be better if append were only concerned with appending lists and had no knowledge of tree nodes. The division of code depends on the order in which Cypress tries applying synthesis rules (in this case, the relative order of CALL and FREE); currently the order is optimized for efficiency of proof search rather than for optimal abstraction boundaries. We leave the investigation of improving program quality to future work.

Loop support. SLS currently has no support for loops, which are often a more natural and efficient alternative to recursion in imperative programs. There are several existing techniques for deductive verification of loops using cyclic proofs [7, 43]; hence we believe the general cyclic synthesis technique could be extended to also handle them. To keep proof search tractable, however, we might not want to support both recursion and loops in our target language; a better idea might be to synthesize tail-recursive programs and then translate them into loops using standard techniques. The challenge, however, is that most tail-recursive programs require invented accumulator parameters (equivalently: most loops require temporary variables). Hence adding support for loops goes hand-in-hand with the extending the logic to support a wider class of auxiliaries.

6 Related Work

Deductive program synthesis. Our work on SLS extends a line of research on synthesizing programs from logical specifications [22, 31, 38, 40, 44], and, in particular, on deductive synthesis [12, 19, 24, 28], which implements a search in the space of proofs of program correctness (rather than in the space of programs). Our work is the first to combine deductive synthesis with cyclic proof to generate provably correct and terminating programs with complex recursion patterns. Our technical contributions build primarily on the work by Polikarpova and Sergey [29], extending their logic SSL and the tool SuSLIK with ideas from cyclic proofs. The best-first search algorithm of Cypress is inspired by the LEON system for deductive program verification, synthesis, and repair [18, 19], but tailored to Separation Logic.

Our work advances the state of the art for deductive synthesis tools with regard to establishing termination of synthesized programs. Specifically, it enables automated derivation of a termination argument along with the program being synthesized without being subject to restrictions of previous approaches: (1) requiring the user to provide an explicit termination measure [28]; (2) restricting the recursion to syntactic structural one [27, 29]; and (3) determining the termination measure by instantiating one of the predefined term/looping schemas [19, 31].

Synthesis of auxiliary functions. Eguchi et al. [13] implement a technique for automatically synthesizing implementations of pure functional programs with recursive helper functions from refinement types [45]. Their approach infers specifications for recursive helper functions by trying a number of predefined templates for the “main” function, which exercise different flavours of recursion (structural folds or divide-and-conquer) on the input data structures. We consider this technique to be better if append were only concerned with appending lists and had no knowledge of tree nodes. The division of code depends on the order in which Cypress tries applying synthesis rules (in this case, the relative order of CALL and FREE); currently the order is optimized for efficiency of proof search rather than for optimal abstraction boundaries. We leave the investigation of improving program quality to future work.

Several other techniques cannot synthesize recursive auxiliaries directly, but can synthesize nested folds [14] or nested loops [31, 38, 40]. Out of these techniques, $\lambda^2$ [14] is restricted to a set of predefined templates, and also provides no correctness guarantees beyond a finite set of input-output examples. Sketching-based approaches [31, 38, 40] are very flexible, but require the programmer to provide an extensive program sketch in order to make synthesis with nested loops tractable.

Cyclic proofs. The techniques and metatheory of cyclic proofs originates in the logic and proof theory community. Most related to our current work is the application of cyclic proof to reasoning about program correctness [7, 35, 43], as well as to proving pure entailments of Separation Logic with inductively defined predicates [6, 41, 42]. In particular, our use of cardinalities with Separation Logic coincides with the approach used by Rowe and Brotherston [35].

7 Conclusion

We have demonstrated that cyclic proofs, already known as an automation-friendly method for reasoning about program termination, can also be an effective tool for automatically synthesizing programs with recursive auxiliary functions. By investigating this synergy between verification and synthesis, we have once again witnessed that the ideas developed by the logic community for scalable reasoning about heap-manipulating procedures can be instrumental in practical synthesis of correct-by-construction programs.
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